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A Repeal of the Basic Writing Act

While I was thinkins Mei my notes for this paper, I thought 'I'd

better consider how it would fit into tilt framtwork of this session--

I thought I'd better be able to say something about what I'm doing

for my Basic Writers. And I thought about how for a long time,

nearly five years, I had been suckered by-writing lab philosophies,

BW texts and my own matorials in Flagler's writing lab into believing

that teaching the Lentenoe or teaching grammar was the best thing I

could do for my BWs. In shabby defense of such beliefs, I sUppose that

it is in the very nature of a response to any BW sample to throw

one's hands up and declare, unecitivocally, "This kid needs to learn

to write a sentencei" But that kind of statement and that kind of

thinktng infers that I must do something to my students before I can

do somethins for them; somehow, it presumes that there's something

I must teach before. I teach wriuing.

Because I've always believed that writinz is a process, and be

cause I've always tried to teach ny students to discover what happens

t:) them when they unde,o that psychosocial activity we call writing,

first t hought that I might be able to describe BW as a type, a kind

or unfinished writitv someWlero on Its way throur;h a version of the

writing process. At an NEH Summer Seminar in 19770 I tried that, and

succeeded, but only oartially--I devised a model of the writing

process into which BVI would fit as the initial result of some prewrtting

or invention activity. Bnt that wasn't enough. It still didn't tell



me why, in my gut, I continue to believe that teaching ientenoes and

granuar and correctness as the major emphases in BW is a disuervice

to mv stvderts. My model still didn't tell me why doing things to
N%4

BWs before we could do things for them seomed at the very worst a

waste of time, and at the very best, a kink in my own philosophy of

eduqtion, a kink with which I could not live.

Shaughnessy's Errors tnd Emutati9fla helped me,' of course,,to

understand 3N as wrilina, but I found mysolf disagreeing with her es-

pecially in her chapter entitled "Beyoad the !,ientence" wherein she

explains the way in which she went about increasing her students'

syntactic options; I.could not agree with her on the starting point

of instruction. It seemed true to m that Shaughnessy did not describe

the range of Bites with whom I was raced, and while her descriptions

were helpful, I needed my own descriptions of my own ZWs that would

lead me to an analysis of the kinde of writers populating my classes,

the kind of descriptions that wculd help me explain my beliefs. So,

for the past few months, I've been looking for angles, frameworks,

p-rspectives, withirv which my ideas would fit comfortably.

What you are about to listen to then are my preliminary findings,

what led me to the description and analyses of the four levels, samples

of wnleh you are hold!mg, to the explanation of why I believe that my

approach to sentence instrmation had been wrong, and what alternative

lastruettonal aetivitios mil;ht help turn 3N into writin6 that is not

basil.

Prom Structural lra:Imr, I borrowed two concepts: uttlrance,

mediate and transerred, and nomtlal.verbal nairing. Immediate utteranees,
OUsitt,-154 : eiAddys, OntA, itifo)

as (leaned by John 11111;hes In ThEI Science Lane).uaji are amounts of

speech "put forth by a stnGle person beCore an0 yfter whieh ther.a Is
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maximum silence." (p. 146) To some extent in conversation speakers

might omit nominal, verbal, adjectival or adverbial elements because.

.the social conditions surrounding dialogues fill in any contextual

gaps left by any omission of these elements. Then, it would follow

that in order to report a conversation to listeners who are unfamiliar'

with the context surrounding the dialogue, speakers must reinsert

ell omitted elements. Amounts of speech characterized by full nominal-

verbal pairing and modification may be termed transferred utterances..,

The primary unit of context or form is, of course, the sentence, or

what I choose to call the nominal-verbal pair for my analysis. In

addition, not only must immediate utterances be translated into trans.

ferred utterances in a report; a number of other nominal-verbal pairs

must be generated to insure that the entire conversation might be

reported in a context understandable to the listener.

Let me illustrate with a sample dialogue that goes like this:

"Wanna study with me?"
"Naw. Too tired."
"Y'sure? Sure could use some help."
"Find someone else, will ya?"
"Clmon, just for a few minutes."
"Leeme alone, will ya? I'm tired."

Simply explained, these are samples of immediate utterances,, which

would be comprehensible to the speakers not necessarily because the

utterances ae fury marked and inflected, but because the speakers

undoestand one another's personalities, and any s:Iltactio *omIssions

ar.) covensated for by the mutually familiar social context.

Now, L will formalize a version of that same conversation crenting

a context outside the one that Is prest4p-osed by the speakerbs

"Two young men are sitting In their dorm room in the evening, one
or t hem, 'BM, at his desk, the other, Mike, half-asleep on his bed.
Bill opens a book and notebook, scans tine pages and asks Mike to study

with h:m. Mike refuses, explaining thnt he's too tired to study and



that befs going to sleep for a while. sill 'interprets Mikefs respOnse,

.
perhaps falsely, as a conditional statement and reinforces his request
by saying that he could benefit from Mike's help. Mike rolls over
and tells Bill to find someone else to study with. Bill, however,
continues his entreaty by informing Mike that hell need help for
just a few minutes. Mike becbmes angry and firmly rejects Bill's
request by demaniing that Bill leave him alone so thnt he can get the
sleep he feels hs needs."

As you ean see, my report of the original conversation first

must expand the immediate utterances of the didngue into '.xiansferred

utterances with all the omitted elemnnts inserted; second, it must

generate a number of other full nominal-verbal pairs to provide con-

textual connections between the utterances themselves. .co Make the

report understandable to someone unfamiliar with the personalities

ofthe speakers, I Must somehow generate enough full nominal-verbal

pairs to allow the listener to comprehend the social conditions that

surround the original dialogue.

To clarify a bit more, I've been able to drhw some rrespondances

between these linguistic concepts and the work Lev Vygotsky describes

in chnter seven of his book Thausht. and anutde (Cambridge: MIT Press,

1970. VyGotsky differentiates between innv 1222ch, or speech for

oneself, the kind of spooking ono mii!ht hear from a three-year.old,

and external lallth, or.speoch for otherp, the,kind of speech we find

mirrored in extended discourse. Vygotsky claims, and I believe, that

we never lone our inner speech, that we merely stop vocalizing it by

about the age of seven. Characteristically, inner speech exhillits

the following:

1) Predication is its primary grammatical form, and there is a

resultant lack of nomInale alotv with perhaps a multi i-.t 0.0 var..

bala and modifiers; a..d

2) Tho meaning of uttorance3 Is condensed ir thut there is a vague

sense rather ',:hun a meaning attached to words; words in inner speech



become saturated with, meanings.
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Furthermore, and this is important to my analysis, inner speech

is not simply a reflection of external speech; it is'a function of

disconnected, incomplete utterances with their own rules of operation;

therefore, turning inner speech into external speech is not a. %matter

of simple translation. It is a sophisticated process transformation

of bil.s and pieces of thought into syntactically articulated discourse.

These characteristics of inner speech also describe immediate

utterances. I may even go so far as to say that, for my analysis,

inner speech connists of immediate utterances and external speech con-

sists of transferred utterances.

Now, to the meat of the matter: how dO...these concepts relate to

an analysis of BW? I am making the assumption that at some time or

another, we think In language, particularly true I believe when we

are confronted vtith writing problems. And, for my analysis, Iiiam mCking

the further asstimption that because we know subconsciously our own

social, polttical or economic situations, at first, at some initial

point In the writing process, we think in the immediate utterances of

inner speechwe don't need to provide contexts for our own private

thoughts. These immediate uttorances represent our ideas, sketchy,

fragmented concepts that we harbor in'our minds. When we seek to write

those concepts, we give form to them by performing two root operations:

1) writing sentences, which means translating frajmented immediate

utterances into full nomtnal-verbal transferred utterances; and

?) connecting sentences, which means generating related transferred

utterances by exerctsini; traditional syntactic and rhetorical options

to provide a smooth coherent context for the render,

can illustrate these operations by explaining what hunnfIns to
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my regular corp students while they're writing. After I make an assignment,
det

I ask to see notes and drafts which I review as part of course work.

Their notes appear in pieces, fragmerits, sometimes sentences, always

idea statements usually in the form of immediate utterances. These

pieces are usually the result of prewriting processes during which I

invariably see my students writing to themselves in language similar

to what Vygotsky calls inner speech. When, at some noint in their

notes, full nominal-verbal pairing appears, their sentences. beq:in

connecting, their ideas begin developing, and they are well on their:

way to creating drafts, which predict a context or form a render can

understand. It is at this point that operation 1 is nearly complete,

although they return to operation 1 again and egain as they write,

but operation 2 has only begun. When they have completed what they

bf/lteve aro drafts, generally I ask them to outline what they've

written so that they might have a blueprint of the forms their Ideas

are taking; I ask them to vestion the connections between sentences,

to question the rhetorical movement from idea to idea, in order to

try to discover what the reader might be underAnding. In this way,

the context might grow beyond a simple personal dialogue Into dis-

course comprehensible, to sorieone who does not live within thelr heads.

Of course, it Is with operation 2 that they have the most difficulty,

as does any writer. Generally, they bein to recognize gaps or holes

betweeh sentences, words left unexplatned, ideas left unconnected, and

they bej,In the real writthg task of crnattng contexts by generetl.ng

fqLly transferred utterances in what Vygotsky calls external speech.

Workilg through that process is not easy for anyone, b t students .

enrolled in my regular comp sections seem to gain more and more pro.

fiqiency as course work goes on. Ms, on the other hand, have tremendous

7
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difficulty, and left unattended; that difficultrnever seems to al-

leviate. Mostly, the writing rsee from BWs, in any stage of development,

resembles the nbtes regular eomp students take in tha very beenning

of their rT,tprough the writing.process; that is, BW, as I have seen

it, is written in immediate utterances or in disconnected transferred

utterances and therefore resembles the writing-to-oneself of Vygotsky's

inner speech. This is one wa.; of restating Shaughnessylsocontention

that BWs write in "sentences of thought" rather than in "passages of

thought," but itjs also I believe more directive terminology toese

in identifying and analyzing types of BW. The degree to which we

find evidence of predication with only a sense of meaning in their

writing may determine where along the wri.ting process Mis are, vonare

in the two operations their writing is becoming disrupted. The closer

the writing resembles inner speech, the more basic it may be and vice

versa.

Now, if you'll refer to the sheet I've handed out, I can explain

my analyses.

W114.4..1

Level I writing Is, perhaps, the one we see analyzed most fre-

quently. It is the kind of writing that appears, for examole, throughout

Errors and Exnectations. All the usual errors are evident: run-ons

and fragments, mievellings, and a lack of inflectional and derivational

endtngs. But In my analysis I take the description one stop further

and call this a simple transcription of inner speech. Thene are examples

of inmodiwte utterances; the few nominals that appear will be hazy,

packed with only a sense of.mennIng, ancrthe nredomInant sentencing

featurtls are predicAtion and modification. The only rhetorical device

used is sImple addittln.
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The significance of such an analysis is that it can tell us that

these writers are still writing to themselves, pot only because thm

grammatical errors appear as personal responses to whatever limited

training Lhey've received, but because the context is still.internal--

this is not writing to be read; it is writing to be contemplated and '.

rewritten, This writing, as evidenced by a clear lack of nominal0 is

barely into operation 1, creation of full nominal-verbal pair's, whiCh

indicates to me that it is in a very.early stage of development.

IMATA,a,T.

Level II writing is still a transcrit:tioneof inner speech. It

differs from Level I in that Level II writing exhibits nominals inserted,

a great many more of themithan in Level I. The nominals are still
4

hazy, the use of pronouns,for examp1elconfusi7aegiven to offering only

a sense of meaning. This is the kind of writing, in fact, wherein we

are likely to find inflated langtAage, vocabulary that is meant to

apress, not to laxpress. Again, predication is the major sentencing

device, and simple addition persists as the predominant rhetorical

connection.

Operation 1 is complete here; fuli nominal-verbal pairs appear.

but many times they continue in run-ons or in contructions that seems

to have lost their way, what Shaughnessy refers to as "syntactic

snarls." Operation 2 is beginning, but only beginning in that the

context seems sttll to be in the writers' heads and needs'to be ex-

ternalized by the generation of further nom1na1-verbal pers in ex-

plahation of the pairs alrem,1y transcribed.

LIZE44, LE4

In Level Hi, we see the simple sentence emerge as the primary

tool of discourse. Operatton 1 is obviously complete.there would '

9
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seem to be no immediate utterances herO. But wOat appear here are

full transferred utteranc s orthe nost basic kind that could be

reduced to any one of'the four structural pa(terns: They are sentences,

"most assuredly, and yet one gets the feelihg of "fragment," Why?.

Because the sentences are simple.immediate utiterances with nominals

and vorbals inserted, or they are unconnected, or they ire connected
1

only by simple addition. There is little depth and, following, there

13 little context established for someone outside the writers' heads.

Level III writing is somewhere between operation 1 and operation 2.
. .

A context ia growing but only beciuse the immediate utterances have

been transferred, and nominals, hazy E.:, best, have been inserted.

Also, these writers seem to have some control over the predication

of inner speech4
0

LEVEL IV

We are likely to encounter Level,II and lir writers in regular

comp courses, but Level IV writers are slmost always enrolleein regular

comp. In this kind of writing will appear sentences with some coordi-

( nation and subordlnation usea as connecting devices. Operation 1 has

been completed, the student writer is trying to extend his ideas, but

the rhetorical device used is still simple addition. Context is

growing, not simply because nominal-verbal pairing is evt.dent, but

also because these write:3 are trying to connect their pairs in an

atterlat to externslize their contexts. It Is not really inner speech,

and at the same time, it is not yet cxternal speech, but it Is some-

where in between, closer than Level I{C writing but not quite there yet.

This rather abbreviated description of my analysts demonstrates

that there are most certainly differont kinds of BW with different

charucteristics. Ane, yes. In answer to at least one question in

0
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your heads, the categories do mix. Howe0r, I have found that generally

any sample of writing from one of my BWs wiK1 fall into one or another

of the levels.

But placementoilto arbitrary levels of ability is not my primary

aim. While it is certainly helpful for us.to devise guidelines like

labelling comma-splices and fragments, icis more important for us

to discover the implicationsAof such devices. As Jerry says. in

Albee's Zoo mom "Sometiries it's necessary to go a long distancl

-out of the way in order to come back a short distance correctly."

I too have had tolgo through an extended analysis to get to a syn-

thesis. Apd I hope that zu can see now, barring the differences

between the levels, that there is something wholly similar in these

samples.which, I believe, might, lead to a definition of what is

basic in all writing: and that would be, simply stated, conm_tatui

sentences, not writing sentences. It seems to me that itjs whatever

happens betweeia sentences that is- basic to ail writing.

My analysis demonstrates, across the board, on every level, the

BWO problem.is noi with operation 1. While I will nOt say that they

can write sentences, I feel perfectly confident saying that in every

sample, even in Level I, there is a sense of sentencing evident in

the writers' ability to pair nominal and verbal elements. Each writer

can transcribe immediate utterances and each can, even with a minImal

aMount of instruction, be taught to Insert full nominal and verbal

elements to construct transferred utterances. In Jther words, it is

obvious to mei that these samples come from natIve speakers of English.

Lhich leads me to my first conclusion: if evory sense of evory

conceivable sentence pattern i evident, then sentence patterns them-

selves need only be brought to the'stuirtst.attention so that full

.1
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nominal.:verbal pairing might appear in their writing. Teachinig the.

.,sentence, therefore, as the primary objective in BW is at best re.

dundant and at worst teaching English as a 'Foreign Languag, to native

speakers. Even Shaughness7 admit& the drawback Of.teadthIng.sentenoes

In response to.samples of BW at the en0 of her course work: 12
4, al?

though some students had./extended control of their ideas beyond the

Aentence, oct.bf them were still cdnffned to the sentence as the main

fielcrof strug$le and concern; a result that rimy well have reflected

the nriorities, of the writite aaalla rather than Ealt afalloaatrital

reality IP. 283--myitsg4].". Furthermore, teaching sentences will .

only tend to bring inner speech to the'scribal surface, and as Vygotsky

points out, inner speech is not the language of written discoMrae

Very simply stated, the subject of BW should not be grammar or

correcting or sentences or exercises. The subject of BW shoUld be

writing, the kind of activity that, 6xtends and expands sentences and

creates meanInEs and contexts larger, than personal volce allows.

BIN then should be concerned with operatIon 2$ generating nopnal...

verbal pairs In amplifination of the immediate utterances of inner

speech. Any other kind of instru01ion$ It seems to me, would abstract

any writing problems from their real source: the students' writing itself. L

Then, how do."1. approach instruction in BW? Generally, I don't

even nenticn the word "sentence" until my studenta have Eenerpted

enough 01Hcourst fro which 1 can talk to them intelliEently about

what their sentences or nonoentarcaa are or are not doIng within the

conteY-t of the writing itself. And when I do get around to mentionlng

sentences, I usually bel:in with a discuassion of the semicolors tbe

colon or the dash. t try never to ber.in with tormInP1 marks becauso

I'm Intest,!6 In tekchIn tlqm how to contIrue dIseourse, not how to .



end it. Ilm intereeted in teaching them tO discover the relationships

between their words as the relationships grow from sentence to sentence.

I want them to COMB to understand how their sentences are connecting.

To Level I writers, I gin by assigning journals.sometimes,

asking them to reveal their impressions of college life, but mostly

I aselEn thew to write summarifls of reading assignments they've re.

wived In other courses or summaries of newspaper or magazine articles.

I eskthem to keep in mind that I don't know who they are, nor do I

know what thqtre writing about, so their writinfr, must somehow reveal

thamselves and their connections with their subject matter. In this

wa.i, they must Insert ell the nomAnals and begin to externalize a

conteyt that I will understand.

I like to ask Level IT viriters to begin t/ externalizing personal

v6Ice. General3y, I ask them to read newspaper ot. magazine editorials

and then to agree, disagree or both in writing to me, again, to some.

onc who is not familiar with either the writer or the subject. Always,

Nsk to sec drafts of t ho pieces they're working on before they submit

fipal copies so that I might beain to instill the idea of writing as

rro ess of trial and error and so that I might check the growing

connections between their sentencei. Most often they will not hand in

wialt could be called Itpape" traditionally but what might be termed

"ciscuome blocs, a few snatched of five to ten connecting sentences,

the wr!tten record of en idea developing, akin'to the paragraph hut

wttLo;it the usual° contextual restrietions that paragraph construction
r.-

cwirlotes.

When i identify a Level IIr writer, I immedietely start talking

about. the sericolon or dash as alternatives to the periods they use

tholr onl 1. connclotine, mark. Generally, these students sek.m to have
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como from highly preseriptive high school programs wherein they-had

bean drilled on parts of speeeh and sentence patterning. The trouble

with them is that they don't know how to writeJ A phrase borrowed

from Dr. Paul Briand of State University of Now York College at Os-

wego describes them well: they are scribal stutterers. After I pre-

sent the alternative connections symbolized by the semicolon or the

. dash, I assign them either a response to a magazine essay or a writing

assignment specially constructed for BWs--these assignments call for

short, concise and intense pieces. When they hand me drafts littered

with semicolons and dashes, I ask them to explain why they've used,

each mark within their contexts to begin our study of sentence expansion

and connection.

There's no doubt about it: Level III writers are the most difficult

to deal with, wtich is why I ask them to begin with marks of punctuation,

for in the marks of punctuation lies the microcosm of the'activity

we call writing. When I ask Level III writers to take responsibility

for the marks they've used, I'm beginning at the mst definitive place

at which T can pinpoint exactly how their .sentences are connecting or not.

Dealing with Level IV writels can be triclq. Generally, they aro

enrolled in re8ular comp sections. On one hand, I micht find that they

are glorified Level III writers whose stuttei'inj Is a bit move sophisti-

cated.th* the usual. I: they continue to Ilse simple addition as

their major rhetorical device, I'll ask them to enroll in'BW and treat

them as Level III writers. But more times than not, the comple714,

of reollar comp assit:nments forces thotr, to exhibit the more advanced

sz'lltactle and rhetorical oitions in their wrItinr, options that had been

hidden somewhere for lack of use.

Of course I do use sentence exercises, but never at the beeinning

4
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of the course and always in responce to an assignment they've handed

tO me. Usually, 1,11 make up an exercise as I go along, one that fits

the kind of error that appears in the context of the piece of writing.

The exercises I use never treat errors in isolation but only is they

affect tho rhetorical connections a student is attempting.

And, no, 1,11 not leave you without the usual before-and-after

ad campaign, although that is not the purpose of this paper. Here

are some of the results I've obtaiLed from the students who wrote

the previous samples:

This Level I piece was written one month after the course began:

"Flagler College--what it means to me. Flagler College is a
place where I have no kind of fun only but once in a while. Number 1:
I be slzppor.s to be here to play baiiYaball, but'most of all to get
my work done; then I have a good time. But if I am not happy, how can

have a good time? It seems it not being the collegeit's some of
the people at the college., like the RA on the third floor who gives
my roomnia.Tes tid I trouble all the way, and the basketball coach who

think lied tJ me about money. I don't know. It is just something
about this place I don't get, but someday I will know--I will know."

This Level II piece Corae ir at the end of the semester:

"Now that it is starting to get colder out, and lights are going

up all over town, one thing comes to everyones mind--ChristmasJ
There's something about Chricitmas that makes evorybody here happy,
maybe because they all know they will be going home to be with their
families, or maybe because they won't have to do any school work for
a whole month. But for me, I cant wait to go home end see SOMA) snow

(which you dont see around here)."

This Level II] piece also carm in near the end of the semester:

"Levend holds that baseball was invente6 in Cooperstown, New York,
in 1839 by Abner Doubleday, but as my searching hPs shown, this may

not have been true. For instance, baseball had many different nmmes
at that time: round ball, goal ball, post ball, and town ball. Also,

fields were built any size; there was no set nimiber of players, So,

Pr American now gil'en credit for at least helping the game develop is
Alexander Cartwright, who wan the first person to set up rIlles for the

gam() "

The last rince wan written by a Level rv writer approximb!.ely six weeks

into the course. This is a section of a four-page response he wrote

to a newspaper ed5torial about Congrensional procrastiration:
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"Something almost drastic, it seems, is going to have to happen

if they hope to meet the Decamber 18 deadline. The main reason for
having to meet the deadline is.a moratorium protecting 87 million acres

of wilderness from ruin. This moratorium was passed by congress in

1971 and expires in December.
"In my opinion, just becuase the senate committee can't seem to

get it together by a certain date, the risk of allowing a bunch of
money-hungry businessmen to move in and ruin the last totally unspoiled

area Ir. the United States seems a little more important than meeting

some deadline."

I will not pretend to say that this is great writing; but it is

the stuff of groat writing, perhaps, more explicitly, it is writins

as op!.osed.to the samples I recel.ved at the beginning of the course.

Nor will I pretend to say that what seems to work for ms will work

for you. As a matter of fact, I've finished "saying" anything for

now. But I will close with a number of requests that may help us to

repeal the Basle Writing Act of Writing Sentences:

1) that we lcok skeptically, if only partially, at what studies

and textbooks and magazines say we ought to be teaching in BW;

2) that we investigate the BWs tnd their writing at our own schools

0

to find some meaning in the stuff In front of us while it's fresh; and

3) that we cease doing things to our BWs, for it is only in doing

things forthem that we will he)p them to come to learn about and un-

derstand the hidden worlds which their-writing can potentially open

to them and to us. .As Shaughnessy says, "Writing classes must do more .

than make the BW stud..'nt a proficient exerciser; frr cnly as a writer

can he devolnp velbel iesponsiveness to his own thou:thts and to the

denands of his refidors."
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I 6

LEVELS ot- WRITING ABILITY
(Handed out to audience member., )

LEVEL I
"gample: Well start tit 7:30 that Friday mor got up to go and

eat. that same old thing evermoring, and than I went to my
first class at 9:0Clock. Than the had day being, and I could
just wait unto practic was over and go eat dinner and get on the

road to go home. where is home is in fiord. end But when I

got there.

Charact(Tistics:R. Inner speech transcribed; immediate utterances, lack
of nominals; predication and maification.

LEVEL II
Sample: I have also learn thar men has created a lot rystruns

to functoin for them, for example the computor, slaves, an d

ect, And after they create them they wind up being a part
of then any ways. Which is to say. They created then to
avoid being part of what they do and only wind up being a part

of then any ways, so there was no need for their existence.

iChstracteristics: Nomtnals hazy but inserted; "syntactic snar is"; pre-
dication; inflated vocabulnry.

LEVEL LLL
Sample: Tho reason I choose Flager Collec;e is because ol itts

size. The school has only seven-hundred and fifty students.
That Is pretty small, comparing to my high school. In a

smrll school you know everybody. That is great. Another
im: ortant fact is their not on the quartsystem, their on
the semtster period. The semister peried is very good.

Characteristics: Simple sentence emerges; full transferred utterances;
nominals inse,-ted and less hazy; control of predica.
tion and modification in condensation of patterns.

MVEL IV
My impressions of FlaEaer Collep,e is be4k-geed-aN4 on

the whole very good. Wit-Meat-eV-my-n(4441v. The school
defiritely meets my needs with small classes, and enrollment,
;;ood weather, friendly people, and sufflcient dormitories.
The St. Augustine area Itself is my typo.surroundings which

Is calm, peaceful, and old fashirq100,

CiptrtcterIsticf3: tc Level III with the ereeptIon of morn evi-
dence of slAbordination, sentrncos connecting.


